Rotated stereociliary bundles and their relationship with the tectorial membrane in the guinea pig cochlea.
Hair cells with rotated stereociliary bundles have been observed in the cochleae of control and kanamycin-treated guinea pigs. The affected outer hair cell bundles have a variable degree of rotation, with some being completely reversed. The inner hair cells are more rarely affected, and only small areas of an individual inner hair cell bundle are abnormal. In counts from ten cochleae, the number of outer hair cells with rotated bundles was most commonly between 10% and 20%, with almost 27% of all outer hair cells affected in the most extreme case. The rotated outer hair cell bundles often have distorted outlines but in other respects closely resemble normal bundles. In particular, they have the usual gradation in stereociliary height, intracellular cross-links and intercellular links to adjacent normally-orientated bundles. There are also corresponding imprints in the tectorial membrane which match the pattern of the stereocilia. In kanamycin-treated guinea pigs, imprints of both normal and rotated hair bundles are present, even when the corresponding bundle is absent, and there are frequently remnants of stereocilia inserted in the imprints. These observations suggest that, apart from their abnormal orientation, the rotated bundles are similar to normal bundles in both their organization and association with the tectorial membrane. The implications of this with respect to transduction and cochlear mechanics are discussed.